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I have been asked to create a 
night light. The purpose of the 
night light is to give off a dim 
glow, to allow babies to feel 
safe in the dark, or for people 
who read. The nightlight will 
run on battery and we have to 
create a circuit board.
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In order to make the most creative night light I will need to research different styles 
of night lights. I can do this by using Google, I will research different styles and 
topics for my chosen user and possibly create a mood board. Another way to 
develop my idea is looking on Pinterest or mood boards. After my research my 
ideas may change and develop. For instance I could change the base material or 
shape.

For my second target I will research different logos or themes. This will 
give me a wide range of option to choose from. For instance if I chose a 
logo or brand , I would research different items that brand has produced 
eg: clothes, shoes, bags etc. I would also have a look at the brands 
colours and add the colours to my lamp.



The lamp is created to 
give off a dim light. For 
different purposes. Eg: 
children, or lighting up 
a hallway etc. .

The material is plastic, therefore 
the product would be smooth. The 
product is very curvy with no odd 
bumps or edges. The rounded 
bulb makes the bulb look more like 
a man. The smooth appearance 
gives it a friendly appearance..

The product barriers free lighting 
with intelligence control. So when 
the light dims the light comes on. 
The lamp can work more than 
50000 hours. This product can be 
used in a variety of rooms.

The product has been 
put together to have 
an appearance of a 
man pulling out the 
plug. The plastic 
would have been 
molded to look like a 
man.

Body is badge with 
a white bulb.

This product has been purposely curved 
to look like a man. The light colours 
makes it look more expensive and 
draws less attention to the product.  The 
White bulb has been curved which 
compliments how the product looks.

The materials for this 
product is PPT , ABS. 
The light bulb is created 
by white ivory glass.



This Doulex Human Shaped Automatic Light Control Night Light is the easiest 
night light around. This extremely durable product can last up to 50,000 hours, 
giving you a high quality product!! The night light consists intelligent control 
lighting , meaning you never have to worry about saving battery. This modern 
night light only comes on due to the lighting in the room. This friendly human 
shaped nightlight is suitable for all target users, giving off a soft warm glow. This 
product can be used in a variety of different rooms and is easily able to be 
moved. The product is plastic concluding that the light won't heat up causing no 
burns or scalding. The Doulex product is safe for children and animals. The 
product is badge meaning it goes with every colour and opinion! The best part is 
that it's only £2.50! So buy your Doulex Human Shaped Automatic Light Control 
Night Light today!!!!

This Doulex Human Shaped Automatic Light Control Night Light is the easiest 
night light around. This extremely durable product can last up to 50,000 hours, 
giving you a high quality product! The night light consists intelligent control 
lighting , meaning you never have to worry about saving electricity. This modern 
night light only comes on due to the lighting in the room. This friendly human 
shaped nightlight is suitable for all target users, giving off a soft warm glow. This 
product can be used in a variety of different rooms and is easily able to be 
moved. The product is plastic concluding that the light won't heat up causing no 
burns or scalding. The Doulex product is safe for children and animals. The 
product is badge meaning it goes with every colour and opinion! The best part is 
that it's only £2.50! So buy your Doulex Human Shaped Automatic Light Control 
Night Light today !!!!





This Doulex Human Shaped Automatic Light Control Night Light is 
the easiest night light around. This extremely durable product can 

last up to 50,000 hours, giving you a high quality product! The night 
light consists intelligent control lighting , meaning you never have to 
worry about saving electricity. This modern night light only comes on 

due to the lighting in the room. This friendly human shaped 
nightlight is suitable for all target users, giving off a soft warm glow. 
This product can be used in a variety of different rooms and is easily 

able to be moved. The product is plastic concluding that the light 
won't heat up causing no burns or scalding. The Doulex product is 

safe for children and animals. The product is badge meaning it goes 
with every colour and opinion! The best part is that it's only £2.50! So 
buy your Doulex Human Shaped Automatic Light Control Night Light 

today !!!

BUY NOW

THE DOULEX HUMAN SHAPED 
AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL NIGHT 

LIGHT!!



How the product operates.

The person who will use the 
product.

The way the product can 
switch on and off.

The price of product.

The materials used to create the 
product eg: plastic, metal etc.

How the product is put 
together.

When your product suits 
all users eg; size of hand, 
height of user etc.

How the product looks, feels, 
smell etc.

The final layer of product eg ; 
wax , vanish etc.
The length, width mass  or 
height of the product .

If the product the is safe to 
use. Ensure the product is put 
together probably.

Checks made to ensure 
everything is accurate and to 
a high standard.



1. My night light must contain a floral, nature theme.
2. My night light must light up a small area in a room.

  3.    My night light must provide a soft glow to enable me to see in the dark.

 4.     My night light must be controlled by a rocker switch, to make it easy for my          
user.
 5.     My night light must suit my target user's preference.

 6.     My night light must use the material pine wood to create my base of my light.

 7.    My night light must be finished to a high standard , I can do this by sanding all 
edges down and checking my circuit board.

 8.  My nights lights circuit board must work successfully to enable me to use it .

1. My night light must contain the theme of flowers and birds, preferably 
a hummingbird to give a natural effect.

2. My night light must provide a soft glow to light up my bedroom. I will 
place it on my windowsill.

3. My night light must provide a soft glow to enable me to see in the 
dark.

4. My night light must be controlled by a rocker switch to allow my user 
to turn it on and off easily.

5. My night light must suit my target user of a young girl  child. I can do 
this by using feminine colours.

6. My night light must use the material of pine wood , to create the base 
if my box. The material wood suits my theme of nature.

7. My night light must be finished to a high standard , I can do this by 
sanding all edges down and checking my circuit board.

8. My night lights circuit board must work to enable my user to use it .
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I created a paper model of 
my design. This will help 
me to see how to structure 
my design and what 
resources I need to gather. 
In this paper model , I cut 
out several layers of paper 
to form my plant and bird. 
By doing this I know how 
many different shapes I 
need to cut out on the 
laser. On the back of my 
box I created a triangular
stand, this stand has to be 
made out of wood or 
acrylic be yes it needs to 
be strong to support my 
box.When making this wooden 

box, I nailed the wood 
together and sanded down 
the edges to give a smooth 
curvy appearance. When 
creating my model I will coat 
the box with wax and varnish 
to make the wood grains 
stand out. I will put clear 
acrylic where the yellow 
paper is . On top of the clear 
acrylic I will put my bird and 
plant. To put the birds and 
plant on the clear acrylic I 
will use pva glue. If I use 
nails the acrylic may crack, 
so it is best to use strong  
glue.



Since my paper model. I have 
changed my design . I decided to 
change the way the bird is placed 

on my box. Originally I wanted my 
bird to lie on the bid and then tilt 
the box diagonally . However I've 

changed it so my bird will be stood 
upright by a clear acrylic stand. 

The reason I've changed my design 
is due to the colour of the base. It 

is clear so if my box was tilted 
diagonally you could see the  

battery and wires.





Assemble box
Pencil, try square , zero 
end ruler
Mark out where the panel 
pins are going to go using 
a ruler.
Ensure measurements 
are accurate before 
drilling.

10 minutes.



CAD/CAM stands for computer-aided design and 
computer-aided manufacturing. It's a software we use in school.



Panel pins, pillar drill.
Using the pillar drill , drill through the marked area . Repeat this for all 
pieces of wood marked. Now you can put the panel pins through all 
the holes.
Make sure that the drill drills all the way through the piece of wood so 
the pins can easily go through.

        10 minutes.

Clamp stand, hammer .
Place the short piece of wood on top of the longer piece creating 
a right angle . Them place in clamp stand . Using a hammer 
gently hammer the pieces together.

Pins are straight and hammered accurately.

10 minutes.

Zero end ruler , pencil . Panel pins. Hammer.
Place the box on the MDF piece. Then measure the centre line 
with a ruler and a pencil, marking each corner with a cross.Gently 
hammer the panel pins through the MDF piece . So the MDF piece 
is attached to the box base.

Measurements are accurate and nails are straight.
10 mins 

MDF pieces, pva glue.
Squeeze a small amount of pva glue onto one of the MDF 
pieces. Then place it inside your box and hold for about 30 
seconds . Repeat this for the other piece but stick on the 
opposite panel.

Ensure  the pieces are glued securely before proceeding.
5 mins.



Hand drill, switch.

On a different side from the MDF pieces. Place the drill roughly in 
the centre and drill with force. Until your drill right the way through.

Drilled all the way through the wood.
5 mins.

Sand belt, sand paper
Place box upside down on the machine bed , and sand gently 
turning your box 360 decrease. After using sandpaper sand the top 
of your box .

All edges are sanded down with no rough edges.
35 mins

Dark wax, cloth 
With a cloth , using a little bit of wax. Buff the wax into the wood 
grain. Then use a different cloth to ge rid of the access wax . Do 
about 3-6 coats of wax onto your box achieving a darker shinier  
look.
Ensure there is no access wax left on the box .
40 mins.

PCV drill, goggle, circuit board, solder , solder iron, wires , 
LED.

Drill 8 holes onto circuit board. In the centre off all circles. 
Then thread wires and LED lights through and solder.

Holes are drilled accurately, safety goggle are worn.
2 mins.



Wooden, box , hot glue gun. Solder, solder iron

Glue finished circuit board on the base of your box and hold or 
30 seconds. Next solder your switch and circuit board 
together.
Glued securely onto base of box, circuit board works (test with 
batteries)
5 mins

Computer, 2D design software 

On 2D design , use the computer package to design the top of your 
box . Then send to laser cutter to cut the design in acrylic .

When designing ensure your design is colour coded black and red 
ready for laser cutter.
 30 mins.

Liquid solvent cement, cutted acrylic, clamp.

Clamp pieces of acrylic together and glue . Leave in 
clamp for a few minutes. Then glue stand to top of 
box .
Glue is securely glued and dried before proceeding.

10 mins.

 Two pieces of square acrylic. Printed square design

Place paper design in between the two pieces of acrylic and 
place in top of box.

Paper is secure between acrylic.
5 mins



This photo 
demonstrate

s how the 
circuit board 
works with 
batteries. 
The light 
gives off a 
soft glow. 

This is what 
the night light 
will look like 

without 
batteries. In 

natural 
daylight.



-In my first specification I said that the design should consist a theme 
of nature and animals. I have met my specification in that my night 
light consisted a humming bird and a plant. I also didn’t paint the 
wooden box to give a natural effect. 

-  In my next specification, I stated that my project should be suitable 
for my target user. I have ensured my night light was suitable for target 
user . I have ensured my design is friendly and girly suitable for young 
girls. I made sure my hummingbird was pink to satisfy my target user.

- In My third specification, I suggested my design must be finished to a 
high a standard to please my user. I met this specification by ensuring 
my wooden box was sanded down making sure no rough edges were 
visible. Also I tested my acrylic birds , so they wouldn't fall off or snap . 
This yet again, would make a box look better , a higher standard.

- I have tested my night light in various way. For instance, I've tested my 
circuit board by applying batteries to the battery pack . 

- Also I tested my project my checking the consistency of the acrylic birds 
and plants. I tested this by attempting to move the securely glued bird.

- Lastly I runned  my hands over the finished wooden box to feel any 
splinters or rough edges. 



My targeted user loved my finished project . She loved the design 
and the finish .  She uses it every night for a purpose of giving off 
a soft glow. My user loved the naturalness of the finished design 
and the fact you can see the wood grains on the base of the box. 
However they suggested that to improve I could've made the 
wooden box darker. I could do this by waxing it in more coats or 
use or a darker wax.

I think I was organised when planning my design , although 
I wasn't 100% sure on my design because I thought it was 
bland and boring . However, as soon as we started 
designing the box I got excited about finishing my design . I 
worked well and helped others when possible apart from 
Sevyn.  



FOLIO
1

PRACTICAL
1

PROGRESS
1

EFFORT
1

HOMEWORK
1
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1

Your strengths are:
You have worked very hard throughout this project Macy. Your design ideas are very creative and your written 
work is highly detailed. The evaluation produced for this project was very well written Macy, well done. During 
practical lessons, you have produced a high quality night-light with your nature scene on the top.
To improve:
Keep working at this level Macy, you are now performing above the level expected of you which is 
commendable.
Level working towards:
Due to your hard work and commitment you are now working at a level 7 Macy, well done keep up the good 
work.


